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                  "I was extremely pleased with my SmartLipo procedure with Dr. Heron."

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Miriam M. Yelp

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  " I'm glad I didn't leave this spa. Definitely a satisfied customer!"
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                  "The spa is in Old Town Alexandria and is lovely, I will be coming back!"
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                  "They always have good appointment availability and I am always seen on time."
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                  "Easy to get an appointment. I'm definitely looking into their other services."
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                  "I had a laser session for scars with Barbara. The session was great,very knowledgeable."

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Rockville M  Yelp

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  "Dr. Michelle's knowledge and skill surpassed my expectations and I highly recommend her."

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Roxanne W. Website

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  "I will definitely wear a bikini this summer. My skin is tighter. Thank you Dr. Heron!"
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                            Heron Med Spa

                                        Cosmetic Surgeons & Medical Aesthetics Specialists located in Alexandria, VA

                        
              
                A privately-owned medical spa specializing in cosmetic surgery and aesthetics, Heron Med Spa aims to help patients feel and look their most beautiful. Under the guidance of expert cosmetic surgeon Roy Heron, MD, the team offers a variety of aesthetic services that include laser lipo body sculpting, non-invasive body sculpting, cosmetic injectables, facial and neck threads, vaginal wellness and skin rejuvenation. The practice is a pioneer in state-of-the-art laser technology.

With a historic location in Old Town Alexandria, Virginia, Heron Med Spa is the most comprehensive medical spa in the greater Washington, DC, area. Heron Med Spa received an award in 2015 for being the fastest-growing aesthetics practice in the Eastern United States and earns praise from its patients and clients.

The team at Heron Med Spa looks forward to meeting each person’s specific cosmetic and medical aesthetic needs and provides Saturday hours for their patients’ convenience. Men and women can reveal their radiance and become beautiful from the inside out.  Heron Med Spa offers convenient visitor parking for our clients. Call the office to make an appointment today.
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        A privately-owned medical spa specializing in cosmetic surgery and aesthetics, Heron Med Spa aims to help patients feel and look their most beautiful. Under the guidance of expert cosmetic surgeon Roy Heron, MD, the team offers a variety of aesthetic services that include laser lipo body sculpting, non-invasive body sculpting, cosmetic injectables, facial and neck threads, vaginal wellness and skin rejuvenation. The practice is a pioneer in state-of-the-art laser technology.

With a historic location in Old Town Alexandria, Virginia, Heron Med Spa is the most comprehensive medical spa in the greater Washington, DC, area. Heron Med Spa received an award in 2015 for being the fastest-growing aesthetics practice in the Eastern United States and earns praise from its patients and clients.

The team at Heron Med Spa looks forward to meeting each person’s specific cosmetic and medical aesthetic needs and provides Saturday hours for their patients’ convenience. Men and women can reveal their radiance and become beautiful from the inside out.  Heron Med Spa offers convenient visitor parking for our clients. Call the office to make an appointment today.
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              Employment Opportunities
Injectable PA, NP, RN, LPN

Surgical Assistant

Medical Receptionist

Click here to apply!
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              Beautiful things are happening at Heron Med Spa

          

        

                

      


                        
  
    
              sculpsure
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                                                    SculpSure
SculpSure treatments help you safely reduce stubborn fat in problem areas such as the belly, love handles, back, thighs and under the chin -- with a treatment plan that is customized to the results you desire.
Learn More
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                                                    Minimally-Invasive Body Contouring
 
Smartlipo laser is a minimally invasive, laser-assisted lipolysis procedure that targets trouble spots and permanently eliminates fat. If your problem areas won’t respond to exercise and diet, Smartlipo provides dramatic improvements with greater results, minimal downtime, and less pain than traditional liposuction.
Learn More
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    Choose Your Provider
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          Roy Heron, MD

                    Cosmetic Surgeon
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          Linda Myers, MD

                    Anti-Aging Specialist & Medical Aesthetics Specialist
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          Barbara Heron

                    Laser Technician
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                        "I have visited Dr, Khal three times already, and cannot say one negative thing about this practice. They are very professional and I can always get an appointment."

                Angelika V.
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                        "This Med Spa is highly recommended for anyone who wishes to seek the best in skincare and/or weight loss remedies."

                Dominique J.
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                        "Dr. Heron is a top notch doctor and truly cares about his patients. Their office is very welcoming and neat. I would highly recommend Heron Med Spa to anyone."

                Fereidoon A.
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                        "I've treated at this center for the past 2 years. Dr. Heron and his staff have been nothing but kind, efficient and professional."

                Tanya D.
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                        "I am so happy to have found a wonderful doctor - Heron's has a new loyal customer!"

                Brianna B.
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                        "The center itself is pretty and relaxing. I would recommend Herons Wellness due to my positive experience there."

                Sue S.
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                        Dr. Linda is wonderful - has never made me feel rushed. Highly recommend for Dysport. Her rates for Dysport are reasonable & substantially lower than my dermatologist

                Jennifer I. 
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                        My experience at Heron Med Spa was awesome. I look great & feel great.  I'm still healing and a little sore. I do everything they told me to do. I worked the same day.

                Anon
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                        Professional & prompt, Dr. Heron is an excellent surgeon. I had laser lipo on my neck & jowls. I am pleased with my result for two reasons: the results are phenomenal!

                Linda M. 
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                        From the first time I talked with Dr. Heron I knew I made the right choice. He explained in detail every that I need to do during my recovery. My results were amazing. I 

                Tracey J
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                        20 years ago I was referred to Dr. Heron for weight loss. I return every year to prevent gaining during holidays. If I am struggling with my weight I restart his program.

                Tomette H
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                        I had a laser session for scars with Barbara. The session was great - very knowledgeable. I look forward to going back. 

                Rockville M
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                        I will definitely wear a bikini this summer. After two kids, I called Dr Heron. I only took pain medicine for three days and followed doctor's orders. My skin is tighter.

                Amanda V.

              

            


        

      

    

  
                        
    
    
      
        Location

      

      
        Heron Med Spa

        
          321 S Patrick St          

        Alexandria, VA 22314

        Phone: 571-384-4536
          

        
        Fax: 
        
        (703) 299-5080
        

    

    
      
        Office Hours

      

      
        Monday
    
                        By appointment only
                  
    
                            By appointment only
                      
  
  Tuesday
    
                        By appointment only
                  
    
                            By appointment only
                      
  
  Wednesday
    
                        By appointment only
                  
    
                            By appointment only
                      
  
  Thursday
    
                        By appointment only
                  
    
                            By appointment only
                      
  
  Friday
    
                        By appointment only
                  
    
                            By appointment only
                      
  
  Saturday
    
                        Injection services by appointment only Thurs, Fri & Sat
                  
    
                            Injection services by appointment only Thurs, Fri & Sat
                      
  
  Sunday
    
                        Closed
                  
    
                            Closed
                      
  
      

    

    
      
        Get in touch

      

      
        
          571-384-4536
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             Heron Med Spa, Alexandria, VA

            Phone (appointments): 571-384-4536
                          |
              Phone (general inquiries): 703-549-2626
                        
              Address: 321 S Patrick St, 
              Alexandria, VA 22314
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          4.82/5 Star Rating

          
        

        
          
        

      

      (28  reviews) 
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